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About this eBook

The main intention of this eBook is to assist student in learning process, throughout the use of
additional resources and better comprehension of real life applications of Calculus.

The proposed activities aim at promoting and consolidating the use of technical communication
skills and proper mathematical notations.

An auto evaluation section is provided at the end of each chapter, to check whether topic was
properly understood; that is after going through the explanations and detailed procedures of
various problems. It is also important to recall that each chapter contains the sections shown on the
Figure 0.1.

The use of Problem-Based Learning methodology helps the student to learn the fundamental
concepts and rules of differential calculus using an easy mathematical terminology. Some theorems
may be explained by the use of technological resources that shows how mathematics is a tool for
exploring our world.



Chapter 1. Functions and their graphs

In order to explain a specific mathematical behavior, one quantity is described in terms of
another. To represent this, we can use ordered pairs. These related quantities could be
represented by a function.

In this chapter, we recall the proper use of the function’s notation, domain and range, sketching,
transformations and function combinations.

BASIC SKILLS

Practice some of your math skills through the next activity. You can evaluate your skills with
the answer sheet.

Basic skills 1

Basic skills 1 - Answer sheet

http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/basic_skills_1.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/basic_skills_1_answers.docx


GETTING INTO

Introductory activity to the topics on this chapter:

Getting into 1

1.1 Function concept

A relationship between two sets that matches each member of the first set with a unique member
of the second set.

For example y=x+2 and y=x2 are the equations of two relations. These equations can be
modeled by sets of ordered pairs or graphs as follows:

But not all the relations can be described by an equation. Figure 1.1 shows an example.

http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/gettinginto1.docx


BASIC SKILLS

Function Machine

A funny game for you to practice discovering the function that is used to get a result given
a certain input.

The Wolfram Functions Site

This site will let you know a wide variety of functions from the elementary ones to the
polynomials, and even more advanced. In this website you will also find a section to plot
functions.

1.1.1 Algebraic Test

http://www.mathplayground.com/functionmachine.html
http://functions.wolfram.com


If a relation is given as an equation, verify that for each x-value, there is one and only one
corresponding y-value. If this is true, the equation is a function, as illustrated in the following
figures:

1.1.2 Geometric Test

This is also known as “Vertical Line Test”. If a vertical line is drawn on the graph of the relation:

»  Is a function if it intersects the graph no more than once.

»  Is not a function if one line intersects the graph more than once.



Remember:

»  The domain is the set of all x-coordinates of the ordered pairs of a relation.

»  The range is the set of all y-coordinates of a relation.

Math functions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWXmfnpAirA


Short video with an example on determining if a relation represents a function.

Relations and Functions Problems

A set of 63 problems of relations and functions.

Domain and Range of a Function

Four examples on how to obtain the domain and range of functions.

Domain, Range and Codomain

An article that explains the concept of domain, range and codomain.

Math Functions, Relations, Domain & Range

An article that explains the concepts of function, relation, domain and range. It includes
some exercises and interactive examples.

Domain and Range

This video shows an example of stating the domain and range of a relation.

Function Grapher and Calculator

Here you will find a Grapher and Calculator that will help you to plot functions.

What is a function

You will find what is a function.

1.2 Linear functions

An equation is called linear equation if it has no operations other than addition, subtraction, and
multiplication of a variable by a constant. The variable must not be multiplied together or appear
in a denominator. Also, a linear equation does not have variables with exponents different than
one. As its name indicates, the graph of a linear equation is a line.

Examples:

http://www.mathwarehouse.com/algebra/relation/math-function.php
http://hotmath.com/help/gt/genericalg1/section_9_1.html
http://www.mathsisfun.com/sets/domain-range-codomain.html
http://www.mathsisfun.com/data/function-grapher.php
http://www.mathwarehouse.com/algebra/relation/math-function.php
http://www.analyzemath.com/DomainRange/DomainRange.html
http://www.mathsisfun.com/sets/function.html


Any linear equation can be written in standard form, Ax+By	+C	=0, where A,B and C area integers
with 1 as a greatest common factor. 

The intercept form of a linear equation, x/a	+	y/b	=	1, states a as the x-intercept and b as the
y-intercept.



LINKS

An interactive tutorial on Linear Functions

Linear function Machine

1.2.1 Slope

The slope  of a line is a measure of its steepness. Every straight line that is not vertical cuts the
y-axis at a single point. The y-coordinate of this point is called the y- intercept of the line.

These interceptions depend on the slope.

Given two points passing through (x1	,	y1) and (x2	,	y2), we can calculate the slope by: 

http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/LinearFunctMachine/


Additional to this, remember that:



LINKS

Linear function

A tool for you to graph linear functions of the form f(x)=ax+b.

1.2.2   Real-World solved example

The table 1.2.2 shows the approximate percent of students who sent applications to two colleges
in various years since 1995.

http://www.analyzemath.com/function/linear_functions.html


Step 1. Make a scatter plot and a line of fit, and describe the correlation.

Step 2. Use two ordered pairs to write a predictive equation.

Using (3,18) and (15,13):

Slope:

Using the point-slope form, y−y1=m(x−x1); we get the following equation:

Step 3. Predict the percent of students who will send applications to two colleges in 2020.

Given x as the number of years since 1995 and y the percent of students, we find that:



1.3 Quadratic functions

The graph of a quadratic function is called a parabola. All parabolas have an axis of
symmetry, a vertex, and a y-intercept. Some parabolas open up, and others open down.

For vertical parabolas, the y-coordinate of the vertex is the maximum value  or the minimum
value  of the function. These values represent the greatest or lowest possible value the function
can reach.



The domain of a quadratic function will always be all real numbers. The range will either be all
real numbers less than or equal to the maximum value or all real numbers greater than or equal to
the minimum value.

LINKS

An interesting intro video to Quadratic Functions.

Quadratic Function Intro Video

A tutorial on quadratic function.

Quadratic Function (General form)

1.3.1 Transformations with quadratic functions

Quadratic equations can be written in vertex form:

y	=	a(x-h)2	+	k

Where the vertex of the graph of the equation is at (h,k) and the axis of symmetry is the line	x=h.

http://www.analyzemath.com/quadraticg/quadraticg.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D87sogoU_68


•  The value of k	determines the graph’s vertical translation.

•  The value of h determines the graph’s horizontal translation.

•  The value of a determines the direction of opening of the graph and the shape of the
parabola.



LINKS

The Product of two Linear Functions Gives a Quadratic Function

An interactive tutorial on quadratic functions from linear functions

Quadratic Function Explorer

A tool that will help you explore the graph of a quadratic function of the form

y	=	ax2	+	bx	+	c

http://www.analyzemath.com/quadraticg/quadraticg_2.html
http://www.mathopenref.com/quadraticexplorer.html


1.4 Rational functions

A rational function has an equation of the form 

where a(x)	and b(x)	are polynomial functions and b(x)	≠	0

Some graphs of rational functions have breaks in continuity. A break in continuity may appear
as:

A rational function has at most one horizontal asymptote:

Case 1: If the degree of a(x) is greater than the degree of b(x), there is no horizontal asymptote.

Case 2: If the degree of a(x) is less than the degree of b(x), the horizontal asymptote is the line
y=0.

Case 3: If the degree of a(x) equals the degree of b(x), the horizontal asymptote is the line

Examples

Case 1:



Case 2:

Case 3:





LINKS

Rational Functions with Slant Asymptotes

http://www.analyzemath.com/rational/rational_2.html


An applet you can use to explore rational functions with slant asymptotes.

Rational Functions with two Vertical Asymptotes

An applet you can use to explore rational functions with two vertical asymptotes.

Rational Functions - Dynamic Visualization

A tool that will let you explore the visualization of a rational function.

1.5 Trigonometric functions

The graphs of sine , cosine  and tangent functions have repeating patterns, called cycles. The
horizontal length of each cycle is its period. For the sine and cosine functions, the period is 2π
radians or 360°. For the tangent function, the period is π radians or 180°. For sine and cosine
functions half the difference between the maximum and minimum value is called the amplitude  of
the graph.

http://www.analyzemath.com/rational/rational_3.html
http://jsxgraph.uni-bayreuth.de/wiki/index.php/Rational_functions




1.5.1 Translations of trigonometric graphs

The graphs of the functions y=α	sinb	(θ-h)	+k, y=α	cosb	(θ-h)	+k, and y=α tanb	(θ−h)	+k are affected
by changing the values of a,b,h, and k.

To graph a trigonometric function, follow the next steps:

•  Determine the vertical shift, and graph the midline.

•  Determine the amplitude, if it exists. Use dashed lines to indicate the maximum and minimum
values of the function.

•  Determine the period of the function, and graph the appropriate function.

•  Determine the phase shift, and translate the graph accordingly.

1.6 Exponential functions

An equation of the form y	=	a	∙	bx, where	b	>	0, and b	 ≠	 1	is called an exponential function. The
domain of an exponential function is the set of all real numbers. There are two types of
exponential functions:

  Exponential growth, where b	>	1, and



  Exponential decay, where 0	<	b	<	1.

The same transformations that have been performed on previously parent functions can be
applied to the graphs of exponential functions.

LINKS

Exponential function

A tutorial on exponential functions

Exponential function

A tutorial on exponential functions with graphics.

A complete lesson from the MIT Open

A complete lesson from the MIT Open Course Ware that explains the concept of the
exponential function.

http://www.analyzemath.com/expfunction/expfunction.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oo1ZZlvT2LQ
http://www.regentsprep.org/Regents/math/algtrig/ATP8b/exponentialFunction.htm


1.7 Logarithmic functions

In general, the inverse of y	 =	 bx is x	 =	 by, where b is the base and y is referred to as the
logarithm of x. This relationship is usually written as y=log	b	x, where b	>	0 and	b	≠	1.

The graph of f(x)	 =	logb	 x is continuous, one-to-one , and has a domain of all positive real
numbers. The y-axis is a vertical asymptote of the graph.

»  Logarithms with a base of 10 are called common logarithms.

»  Logarithms with a base of e are called natural logarithms. 

LINKS

Logarithm function

An interactive tutorial on logarithmic functions.

Logarithm function

A tutorial on logarithmic functions, it includes graphing, many examples and problems for
you to practice.

http://www.analyzemath.com/logfunction/logfunction.html
http://www.wtamu.edu/academic/anns/mps/math/mathlab/col_algebra/col_alg_tut43_logfun.htm


Domain and Range of Logarithmic Function

A set of examples on finding the domain and range of logarithmic functions.

1.8  Step functions

A step function consists of a series  of line segments that look like steps. An open circle is
used to indicate that the point is not included in that part of the graph.

LINKS

Step function

A tutorial on step functions and how to read and interpret them.

Step function

A set of videos on step functions

http://cnx.org/content/m15461/latest/
http://www.algebra-class.com/step-functions.html
http://www.onlinemathlearning.com/step-functions.html


1.9 Absolute value functions

An absolute value function is shaped like a V and is made up of portions of two lines. 

LINKS

Absolute value function

A tutorial on Absolute Value Functions, it includes an applet to show the graphic of a
function of the form	f(x)	=	ax2	+	bx	+	c

Graphing Absolute Value Functions

A tutorial on how to graph absolutevalue functions.

Review the activities at the end of this chapter

http://www.purplemath.com/modules/graphabs.htm
http://www.analyzemath.com/Absolute_Value_Function/Absolute_Value_Function.html


Chapter 1. Conclusion



Chapter 1. Activities

Activities

»  Activity 1

»  Vocabulary 1

»  Basic Skills 1

»  Getting into 1

»  Activity 1. Functions

»  Activity 2. Domain and range

»  Activity 4. Linear equations

»  Activity 5. Writing and graphing linear equations

»  Activity 6. Real World problems

»  Activity 7. Graphing quadratic functions

»  Activity 8. Graphs of quadratic functions

»  Activity 9. Graph with no horizontal asymptote

»  Activity 10. Oblique asymptote

»  Activity 11. Readiness Skills

»  Activity 12. Trigonometric functions

»  Activity 13. Exponential functions

»  Activity 14. Logarithmic functions

»  Activity 15. Step and absolute value functions

»  On hands 1

Answer Sheets (upon availability)

»  Basic Skills 1 

»  Activity 1. Functions

»  Activity 2. Domain and range

»  Activity 4. Linear equations

»  Activity 5. Writing and graphing linear equations

»  Activity 6. Real World problems

http://cursoste.tecvirtual.mx/ebooks/epubs/epub.php?Id=id226c1
http://cursoste.tecvirtual.mx/ebooks/epubs/epub.php?Id=id226c1
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_8.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_1.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/basic_skills_1_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_4_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_11.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_2.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_9.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_6_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_4.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_14.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_12.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/gettinginto1.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/on_hands1.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_7.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_10.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/basic_skills_1.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_13.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_5_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_6.doc
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_2_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_5.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_15.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_1_answers.docx


»  Activity 7. Graphing quadratic functions

»  Activity 8. Graphs of quadratic functions

»  Activity 9. Graph with no horizontal asymptote

»  Activity 10. Oblique asymptote

»  Activity 11. Readiness Skills

»  Activity 12. Trigonometric functions

»  Activity 13. Exponential functions

»  Activity 14. Logarithmic functions

»  Activity 15. Step and absolute value functions

»  On hands 1

http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_12_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_14_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_7_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_9_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_13_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_8_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/on_hands1_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_10_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_11_answers.docx
http://www.editorialdigitaltecdemonterrey.com/materialadicional/id226/cap1/activity_15_answers.docx


Chapter 1. Resources 

»  The Exponential Function
A complete lesson from the MIT Open Course Ware that explains the concept of the
exponential function.

»  Graphical Function Explorer
A function graphing tool to plot up to three functions on the same set of axes.

»  Functions 
A funny game for you to practice discovering the function that is used to get a result given a
certain input.

»  Finding the Domain and Range of a Function
An applet that will let you understand how to find domain and range of functions with graphics.

»  Rational Functions with Slant Asymptotes
An applet you can use to explore rational functions with slant asymptotes.

»  Rational Functions with two Vertical Asymptotes
An applet you can use to explore rational functions with two vertical asymptotes.

»  Domain, Range and Codomain
An article that explains the concept of domain, range and codomain.

»  Domain and Range
An article that explains the concepts of function, relation, domain and range. It includes some
exercises and interactive examples.

»  What is a Function 
An article that explains what a function is, it includes many examples that will let you
understand all the concepts and characteristics of functions.

»  Linear Function Explorer
An easy-to-use applet that will let you explore the graph of a linear function of the form y=ax+b.

»  Logarithmic Function
An interactive tutorial on logarithmic functions.

»  Quadratic Function Intro Video
An interesting intro video to Quadratic Functions.

»  Linear function Machine
An interactive tutorial on Linear Functions.

»  The Product of two Linear Functions Gives a Quadratic
An interactive tutorial on quadratic functions from linear functions.

http://www.analyzemath.com/logfunction/logfunction.html
http://www.mathopenref.com/linearexplorer.html
http://www.analyzemath.com/quadraticg/quadraticg_2.html
http://www.mathopenref.com/graphfunctions.html
http://www.mathwarehouse.com/algebra/relation/math-function.php
http://www.mathsisfun.com/sets/function.html
http://www.mathsisfun.com/sets/domain-range-codomain.html
http://www.mathplayground.com/functionmachine.html
http://www.analyzemath.com/rational/rational_3.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D87sogoU_68
http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/LinearFunctMachine/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oo1ZZlvT2LQ
http://www.ltcconline.net/greenl/java/intermedcollegealgebra/domainrangegraph/domainrangegraph.html
http://www.ltcconline.net/greenl/java/intermedcollegealgebra/domainrangegraph/domainrangegraph.html


»  A Real Life Application of Rational Functions
An opportunity for you to apply your knowledge on Rational Functions into a real life problem.

»  Rational Functions in the Real World - Lens Sculptors
Another real life problem to be solved using rational functions.

»  Applications of Exponential Functions
Applications and examples of exponential functions in real life.

»  Domain and Range of Logarithmic Function
A set of examples on finding the domain and range of logarithmic functions.

»  Step Function
A set of videos on step functions.

»  Linear Functions Problems
A set of 25 problems on Linear Functions.

»  Rational Functions Problems
A set of 35 problems on Rational Functions.

»  Exponential Functions Problems
A set of 37 problems on Exponential Functions.

»  Quadratic Functions Problems
A set of 39 problems on Quadratic Functions.

»  Relations and Functions Problems
A set of 63 problems of relations and functions.

»  Linear Function
A tool for you to graph linear functions of the form f(x)=ax +b.

»  Quadratic Function Explorer
A tool that will help you explore the graph of a quadratic function of the form y = ax2 + bx + c

»  Rational Fusnctions - Dynamic Visualization
A tool that will let you explore the visualization of a rational function.

»  Absolute Value Functions
A tutorial on Absolute Value Functions, it includes an applet to show the graphic of a function
of the form f(x) = ax2 + bx + c

»  Exponential Function
A tutorial on exponential functions.

»  Exponential Function
A tutorial on exponential functions with graphics.

http://www.brainmass.com/homework-help/math/algebra/4829
http://hotmath.com/help/gt/genericalg1/section_9_2.html
http://www.mathopenref.com/quadraticexplorer.html
http://hotmath.com/help/gt/genericalg1/section_9_3.html
http://hotmath.com/help/gt/genericalg1/section_9_4.html
http://jsxgraph.uni-bayreuth.de/wiki/index.php/Rational_functions
http://www.thefutureschannel.com/pdf/algebra/lens_sculptors_student.pdf
http://hotmath.com/help/gt/genericalg1/section_9_5.html
http://cnx.org/content/m15461/latest/
http://hotmath.com/help/gt/genericalg1/section_9_1.html
http://www.algebralab.org/lessons/lesson.aspx?file=Algebra_ExponentsApps.xml
http://www.analyzemath.com/function/linear_functions.html
http://www.analyzemath.com/expfunction/expfunction.html
http://www.onlinemathlearning.com/step-functions.html
http://www.analyzemath.com/Absolute_Value_Function/Absolute_Value_Function.html
http://www.regentsprep.org/Regents/math/algtrig/ATP8b/exponentialFunction.htm


»  Graphing Absolute Value Functions
A tutorial on how to graph absolute value functions.

»  Graphing Quadratic Functions
A tutorial on how to graph quadratic functions.

»  Logarithmic Function
A tutorial on logarithmic functions, it includes graphing, many examples and problems for you
to practice.

»  Rational Function
A tutorial on Rational Functions. It includes some exercises.

»  Step Function
A tutorial on step functions and how to read and interpret them.

»  Quadratic Function (General Form)
A tutorial on quadratic function.

»  Applications of Exponential Functions 
Five real life problems to be solved using exponential functions.

»  Domain and Range of a Function
Four examples on how to obtain the domain and range of functions.

»  Calculator
Here you will find a Grapher and Calculator that will help you to plot functions.

»  Parent Functions
Short presentation that shows the graphics of different kinds of Parent Functions.

»  Math Functions
Short video with an example on determining if a relation represents a function.

»  Functions vs. Relations
This article explains how to determine if a relation is a function.

»  Domain & Range
This video shows an example of stating the domain and range of a relation.

»  The Wolfram Functions Site   
This site will let you know a wide variety of functions from the elementary ones to the
polynomials, and even more advanced. In this website you will also find a section to plot
functions.

http://www.wtamu.edu/academic/anns/mps/math/mathlab/col_algebra/col_alg_tut43_logfun.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWXmfnpAirA
http://www.mathsisfun.com/data/function-grapher.php
http://www.purplemath.com/modules/grphquad.htm
http://www.regentsprep.org/Regents/math/algtrig/ATP8b/APPexpractice.htm
http://functions.wolfram.com
http://www.analyzemath.com/quadraticg/quadraticg.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Hg9JJceywA
http://www.algebra-class.com/step-functions.html
http://www.analyzemath.com/DomainRange/DomainRange.html
http://www.regentsprep.org/Regents/math/algtrig/ATP8b/APPexpractice.htm
http://www.slideshare.net/VLB10525/parent-functions-presentation
http://www.purplemath.com/modules/fcns.htm
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